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How can we characterize the　
present state of the Japanese 
political economy?

“The lost decade,”

　or
in the process of institutional 
transformation?



CIA Approach



A view from RIETI



What are institutions?

• Established organizations such as WTO, 
METI, the Federal Reserve, etc.?

• Law, regulation?
• Customs?

It helps to think of the political economy as a 
game. 





Game-theoretic framework: 
Three elements

• The set of players with a respective set (repertoire) 
of strategic choices.

• The rule of the game that transforms the profile of 
actual choices by all the players into physical 
consequences: statutory law, technology,  factor 
endowments, historical path, etc.

• Equilibrium; stable expectations (beliefs) 
regarding way that the game is played.     



Institutions as shared beliefs

• Shared beliefs regarding the way that the game is 
being played = subjective representation of 
equilibrium (e.g., life-time employment, main 
bank system, etc.)
– Self-enforcing
– History matters (multiple equilibria)
– Institutional interdependencies (transdisciplinary)
– The roles of law and public debate in institutional 

change (focal point)



Bureau-pluralism 
(compartmentalized pluralism) 

• Institutional complementarities between 
life-time employment and industrial 
associations (interest groups). 

• Parallel collusion between the interest group 
and the corresponding bureau

• Barriers to entry, partial optimization, 
politics as pluralist arbitration of incumbent 
interests   



Four requisites of 
institutional change

• Institutional crisis (breakdown of shared beliefs)
• Entrepreneurial experimentation in the private 

sector
• Deregulation (re-regulation) to enhance diverse 

private experimentation, facilitate human-
resource mobility across sectors, remove sectoral 
barriers and realize new Schumpeterian
combinations 

• Political leadership to overcome bureau-pluralism 
(or “zoku”-politicians exclusively engaged in 
representing and arbitrating incumbent sectoral
interests).



Any signs of change?

• 1993 - The end of one-party rule and the 
burst of the bubble.

• 1997 - The end of the “convoy system.”
• 2001 - Administrative restructuring and the 

birth of the Koizumi cabinet 
– tax reform
– university reform
– the China problem (safe-guard issue)  



The End


